pophead

D.I.Y. Accessory Kit
Star Accessory

**Step 1.** Cut out colored rectangle

**Step 2.** Fold the rectangle into accordion pleats as shown in the picture below.

**Materials**
- Gluestick
- Scissors
- Pipe Cleaner
- Print out of page 3.

**Step 3.** Fold the rectangle into accordion pleats as shown in the picture to the left.

**Step 4.** Fan the sides out so that they meet, and gluestick the end sides together leaving a 1/4” from center for pipe cleaner.

**Step 5.** Flip over and slip a pipe cleaner through the slits in the star to attach to Pophead!
**Step 1.**
Cut out flowers and leaves.

**Step 2.**
Cut single slice in each flower and then fold back each petal around the center for creases and easier shaping around pipe cleaner.

**Materials**
- Gluestick
- Scissors
- Pipe Cleaner
- Print out of page 5.

**Step 3.**
Tie a knot in the center of a pipe cleaner and bend side down. Starting with smallest flower first. Wrap petals around pipe cleaner stems and glue overlapping petals together. Then curl each petal with a pencil for pretty effect. Stack each flower from smallest to largest.

**Step 4.**
Carefully poke hole with pipe cleaners and slide leaves up to the base of the petal layers and attach to Pophead!

Glue overlapping petals, top of bottom petal to bottom of top petal.
5. Single Cut here

5. Single Cut here

5. Single Cut here

Score to slip in pipe cleaner here
**Bow Accessory**

**Step 1.**
Cut out bow elements.

**Step 2.**
Bend back ends of bow and tape to center of back side.

**Step 3.**
Tape back of bow to center of ribbon.

**Step 4.**
Wrap tie around bow and ribbon and tape together on back.

**Step 5.**
Slip pipe cleaner through tie in back to attach to Pophead!

---

**Materials**

- Tape
- Scissors
- Pipe Cleaner
- Print out of page 7.
Tie

Bow

Ribbon
**Diamond Accessory**

**Materials**
- Gluestick
- Scissors
- Pipe Cleaner
- Print out of page 7.

**Step 1.**
Cut out diamond top and bottom and rectangle slits for pipe cleaner.

**Step 2.**
Fold along lines to shape.

**Step 3.**
Gluestick all plain blue flaps and stick together.

**Step 4.**
Run pipe cleaner through slits in back to attach to Pophead!
Cherry Blossom Accessory

**Step 1.**
Cut out flowers and leaves.

**Step 2.**
Take single pipe and bend in the middle. Then at mid point, twist 3 times. Cut at center of loop so you have four ends. Three for the flowers and one for tying to the Pophead. See illustration below.

**Step 3.**
For each flower, start with the scored leaf and slide down pipe cleaner. Follow leaf with flower, wrapping petals around pipe cleaner and glueing overlapping petals. Follow each flower with stamen. Best to do one flower at a time.

**Step 4.**
Tie small knots at ends of each branch and slide flower up into place. Attach branch to pophead with fourth end.

---

**Materials**

- Gluestick
- Scissors
- Pipe Cleaner
- Print out of page 11.

---

Glue overlapping petals, top of bottom petal to bottom of top petal.
Score to slip in pipe cleaner here

Leaf 1

Leaf 2

Leaf 3
Step 1. Cut out a tiara.

Step 2. Take a headband and wrap bottom tabs of tiara around the bar of the headband and tape to back.

Step 3. Place on Pophead and go to a party!

Step 4. Make them all for events throughout the year!
Happy Holidays
Happy Halloween